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Why do we want to knowwhat other testers are doing?

Welcome to the
State of Testing
Report

is different because the world is different, and it would be irrational
(maybe even irresponsible) to ignore this fact.

We are being shown how a small virus, that could have passed as a
harmless bug in the complex system called human beings, can have
a huge impact on the even more complex collection of systems called
humanity.

In rational terms, this bug is relatively small and with limited long-lasting
effects - it is far from being the imaginary zombie apocalypse depicted
in Movies and Sci-Fi books - and thankfully so. Humanity does not think
in cold and dry numbers. When we talk about the lives of our close ones,
and our own lives we look beyond the cut and dry statistics.

One thing that recent event does show us, is the importance of fast

adaptation to new and chang-
ing circumstances. This is a
must in the COVID-19 era, but
also relevant, more than ever
before, to the everyday work of
testers. The reality, as we knew it,
has changed, and we must
adapt, quickly, to keep up with
the ever-changing technologies
and demands.

The testing community is also
showing care for its individuals,
with countless acts of solidarity,
support and help carried out by
members of our profession in all
the social and working chan-
nels. Even as far from religious
as we are, God bless humanity
and our irrational behaviors!
They are what make us a global
human community.

Dear Testing Community,
Keep it Up!

Finally, to those who are experi-
encing, have experienced and
might experience personal
effects and losses due to this
Global Epidemic. Our hearts
and thoughts go out to you!

And back again to our humble
report.

We are sharing the results
and analysis of the 7th
State of Testing survey, with
the aim of continuously
improving our Testing
Ecosystem. To learn from
each other and become
better testers based on
the common knowledge,
experience and even
sometimes the failures
experienced by many of
us in the past; all of these
shared freely so that
we can create a better
tomorrow.

Please enjoy it, learn from it,
share it with others, and
strive to become better
professionals for the future
gains of all of us!

-Joel & Lalit

Yes, this is our welcome message to
this 7th edition of the Report we
started back in 2013, but it is a com-
pletely different message than those
we are used to writing. The message
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Section 1 -Personal Information

2019

2020
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Your current testing position is…

23.5

Test Leads
Managers
Directors

20.5

Testers
Test Analysts

7.5

Automation
Testers

Software
Engineer

Developer

2

Consultants-
freelancer

22.5

Developers in
Test / SDET

2

Test Architects

28 27

1.5

Test Engineers
QA Engineers

There are no real shifts in the distribution of people
responding to the survey, and we have a very large
majority of answers coming from testing professionals.
With that said, we have 6.7% of respondents defining
themselves as Developers, Dev leads or SDETs. And also
less than 1% who define themselves as Scrum masters.

Some of the “other” replies included: Escalation
manager, UX Lead, Director of Delivery, several
Business Analysts and we have the presence
of the Academy like previous years

1

28

1

Test Coach Performance
Testers

0.5

16.3

0.9 0.5

7.2

0.5

DevOps
Engineers

2.5

<0.5

2.2

0

Combined
Unified

Engineers

NA

2.5

0.8
NA

Scrum Master

2

Development
Team lead
Manager

6.5

2

5.0

Other

0.8

Project
Managers

Which of the following most closely matches your job responsibility and title?
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Section 1 -Personal Information
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Is testing 100% of your work?
What percentage of your formal role involves performing testing activities?

This is the third year we ask this question, and at first sight you might think that the numbers look more or less the same as last year,
but if we look at the trends, then we can see a constant but slow decrease in the percentage of testers that do testing all the time,
decrease that is balanced by the increase in testers doing testing 50% of their time or less.

To us this indicates that testing as a profession is becoming more robust and expanding both left and right, pushing the need to be
versatile and to take ownership of additional tasks that add quality value to our teams. What fields and tasks, you may ask? Keep
reading and you will see some of these additional jobs we are taking up, on coming pages...

It is also worth mentioning that once we look inside the numbers we see a link between the seniority of testers (how long they’ve been
testing - see the next question) and the percentage of time they spend doing non-testing tasks. To us this means that this is not only
related to the organization asking us to do “other stuff” but also to our maturity in the field.

Between
100% and 75%

Between
75% and 50%

Between
50% and 25%

Below 25% Other

47

51 54

21 2121

14 13

12

16
13

12 2
1

2

2020

2019

2018
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Section 1 -Personal Information

Your professional experience in the testing field is...
For how long have you been working in testing?

2020 2019 2018 2017

Less than 1 year 1 to 2 years 2 to 5 years 5 -10 years 10+ years

10

0

20

30

40

50

11 11

7 8

24.5
27

2424
25.5 26

28.527 28.5 27

32.5

37

5
7

10.5 9

It is always good to
look at data in the
context of a number
of years, as this allows
us to find trends, and
here we may be
seeing a general
trend where testers
are staying in the field
for more and more
time, meaning that
we are becoming
Testing & Quality
Professionals with
years of experience
doing our jobs.

This is in line with
what we saw last
year, where we see
a decrease in the
percentage of new
testers compared
with the total testing
population
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Europe 41.1%

USA/Canada 22.4%

India 9.5%

Asia (w/o India) 4%

Russia & former USSR 4.3%

Africa 5.4%

Australia / NZ 2.9%

Latin America 6.7%

Middle East 3.7%

Section 1 -Personal Information

You work in...What Country do you work from?

22.4%

41.1%

6.7%

3.7%

2,9%5.4%

4.3%

4%

9.5%
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Section 1 -Personal Information

Your annual income from testing and testing related activities is…

© 2020 - PractiTest & Tea-Time with Testers. All rights reserved. 9

5K 15K 20K 37K 95K

Russia &
former USSR

Latin America

15K NA 28K 39K 49KIndia

21K 29K 35K 52K 69KEurope

Middle East

USA/Canada

*NA- Not enough data to conclude
All numbers are in USD

> 1 year 1 -2 2 -5 5 -10 10+

Africa 7K 24K 50K 78K NA

5K 18K 20K 24K NA

52K 68K 85K 89K 111K

Asia

Australia/NZ

NA NA 40K 59K 95K

15K NA NA 60K 86K

NA 40K 65K 76K 87K
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Section 2 - Education and training
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Wanted to become
a tester and I went
to learn testing

2020

2019

2018

25

23.5

21

Started as a student or
intern and stayed…

It was the easiest way
to get my first job

Got into testing
by accident

Moved to testing from
another IT job in
my company

Moved to testing from
another Non-IT job
in my company

21

20.5

18.5

14

17.5

22

8

6.5

6.5

9

12

12

2

NA

NA

6.5

5.5

6

14.5

14.5

14

Similar to last year, when we group people who moved to testing internally from other areas within
their organizations, they are the largest answer to this question. This reinforces the strength of testing
is a career path for people looking to advance professionally.
We also see a continuous decrease in the number of people entering testing via formal training
institutions.
Finally, this year we have also included an option of testing as a part of “whole team testing” with 2%
of respondents. This is still not a major part of testing professionals, but we expect this number to grow
in the upcoming years.

I am not a tester, but
I test because my team
moved to “Whole
Team Testing”

Other

© 2020 - PractiTest & Tea-Time with Testers. All rights reserved. 11

Section 2 - Education and training

How did you become a tester?
How did you start to do testing as part of your job?
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How do you learn "testing" - at present and when you started your career?
What methods do you use today or have used in the past to enhance your knowledge and sharpen your testing
skills (Respondents could choose more than one answer)

© 2020 - PractiTest & Tea-Time with Testers. All rights reserved. 12

38.5Peer mentoring

Total can surpass 100% as respondents could select more than one answer

43

65

38.5

7.5

4.5

2.5

55.5

46.5

43.5

27

14

41

37

31

7

57

40.5

7

4.5

4

56

40.5

40.5

32Magazines

19From other fields (e.g. psychology, writing, etc)

Testing Diplomas

Weekend Testing and Miagi Do

Just doing it

Testing books

Conferences, meetups and seminars

38Certifications and Courses

Similar to what we saw
in previous years, more
testers are going to
conferences and also
using online resources
to sharpen their skills,
while less are doing
formal training.

We like looking at the
“other” replies in here as
they may provide ideas
to people on how to
continue expanding
their knowledge, and so
a number of the
answers people added
were: Udemy test auto-
mation academy,
Coursera, StackOverflow
and talking to other
testers in the company.

2020 2019

Webinars and podcasts

49

56.5

67.5

7.5

21

16

2.5

49.5

44

45

35.5

40

34

5

4

Formal Training

32.5Online communities and forums

34.5Facebook, twitter, linkedin and blogs

Testing competitions

5Other

Food
for thought…!

2018

Section 2 - Education and training
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Have you attended any conferences or training sessions in the past 3 years?
What formal or informal training sessions, conferences, seminars, etc (virtual or physical) have
you attended during the last 3 years?

TestLeadership
Conference StarCanada Testing United Argentesting SAEC

Rapid Software Testing

StarEastSTP ConfQA&Test

copenhagen Context

GTAC QA or Highway
Conference

COMAQAJaSSTRomanian
Testing Conference

WeTest Conferenceheisenbug-moscowAgileTestingDays

OnlineTestConf StarWest Automation Guild QualityJam Eurostar Let’s Test South AfricaAgile DevOps EastTestBash

ASTQB Summit QA FestSelenium ConferenceTabara de testareExpo QAHUSTEFqa: challengeacceptedSauceCon

CAST
National Software

Testing Conference, (UK)PNSQCNordic Testing DaysTest Leadership CongressTestİstanbul

Section 2 - Education and training
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6-15 Testers
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Section 2 - Education and training

2020 2019 2018 2017

27

Based on feedback we have received in the previous year, we have split the smaller group
to differentiate between cases of a single tester in the organization to small testing teams
of 2-5 people.
Combining the two smaller groups, we see that there is an overall increase in the average
testing team size in organizations, with the lowest group decreasing from 47.5% to 42%. We
will need to keep our eyes open on this metric, as it comes as a reverse from the trends we
had been seeing previously of testing teams shrinking in size.
A possible explanation - to be reviewed - might be that as companies realize that testing is
not a trivial task to be done only by Developers and DevOps engineers, they move back to
incorporating dedicated testers into their Agile and DevOps teams. Something to keep
looking at.

2 - 5 Testers

I’m the only one

16-50 Testers

51+ Testers

34

8
13

18

47.5

24

15.5
13.5

28

46

NA
11

15

26

43

14
16

Number of testers in your team/s.

*Before 2020, the lowest option was 1-5 testers

How many testers work in the organization? (if there is more than one team count them all)

NA NA
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Which of the following systems and technologies is your company currently using, developing and testing?
(Respondents could choose more than one answer)

77
75

62
59

49
45

34
42

29
27

27
31

36

26
26

34

24
26Web

Desktop

Mobile

Internally
DevelopedSystems

Commercial
EnterpriseSystems

Microservices

AppSecurity

Responsive
/Progressive
/Adaptive

User tracking
anddataanalysis39

43

14
13

22
23

19
18 12

11

6
4

4
3

2
1

Medical /Healthcare

Sandboxing,
Kubernetes,Docker, etc

Security /Cybersecurity

AI /MachineLearning

SyntheticMonitoring

IoT

VR /AR

Cryptocurrency

NA
14

NA
14

4
4

PublicServices
orSystems

Hardware/
Embedded

Other

2019

2020

Systems and technologies being tested

Microservices and Containers continue to grow in presence, in accordance with our assumption that these technologies will continue to be relevant in the
upcoming years.
We also see that even if most people answered they are testing Web and Mobile, we see these answers in a small decline, a reason for this may be that
more companies are developing products that are going to be reused by other companies, and so they do not include any web or mobile client in them…
In the “Other” category there were technologies such as Automotive, ERP, networking, and communications.

We believe that new and newer technologies coming in and the challenges they pose create more opportunities for testers, which compels us to learn
new things and come up with interesting strategies, toolings, frameworks, and methods. This is where learning from each other, through conferences and
other modern platforms seem to have become more relevant. It is interesting to notice how the questions raised by some trends in the survey are partly
answered by other trends we come across.

2
2

Cryptography

NA
18BigData

Systems
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Section 2 - Education and training

AgileorAgile like

Ourown
modelorprinciple

Don’t followany
structuredmodel

FDD-FeatureDriven
Development

ContextDriven

10.5

NA

NA

5.5

9

10

8

5

TDD

MT-ModernTesting

20.522

BDD 2323

DevOps 3641

Waterfall orwaterfall like 3032

8

8

8789

2020 2019

Agile keeps being the most relevant development approach growing
even more compared to last year, fulfilling our assumption of growth.
Following last year’s results, DevOps is the second most common model,
passing Waterfall, jumping in another 5% compared to last year. Surpris-
ingly, we see a small rise in Waterfall presence (32% compared to 30% last

year), but we will need to see if this represents a trend. This year we have also included FDD
and MT, both showing presence (8% and 5% respectively).
Finally, it is interesting to see that an important number of organizations are working without
following any structured model. Something that makes us wonder if this is because they
have their own model or because they work in a completely unstructured way.

14

7

NA

17

16

26

37

7

NA

87

2017

13

9

NA

19

17

28

33

7

NA

89

2018

What type of development models or principles do you follow in your organization? (Respondents could choose more than one answer)

Development and Testing models or principles followed in your organization
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Section 2 - Education and training

Do you work with CI or CD (Continuous Integration or Continuous Deployment)
in your organization?

This year’s results show a greater usage of CI in all
projects, although the overall usage of CI remains
the same (roughly 80%).
The question regarding testers’ involvement in this
process remains. In our minds, testers should be a part
of the definition and execution of the CI process, given
the Quality aspect of it, and the overall importance to
the stability of the product being developed.

Yes, in all projects

Yes, in some projects

No

What is CI/CD?

Other

20182020 2019

38.5 42.0

14.5

2.5 2.5

41.5 38.5

16.3

1.5
2.1

40.0 36.0

18.0

4.0 2.0
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Section 2 - Education and training

Is the testing organization part of the CI/CD process?

Yes, we get the reports and
we can use them as
feedback for our testing

Yes, we are an active part
of defining andmaintaining
the process

46% 15%

8%

15%

No, we get the reports but we
cannot domuch else with
them

No, we know there is CI/CD
but we are not part of this
process

16%We do not have CI/CD or we
are not part of it

We added this question on the current survey to review the involvement level of the testing
team as part of the CI/CD process.
In accordance with the comment in the previous question, we see that over 61%of the answers
testers are involved in one way or another as part of the process, either as full members or at
least as “internal customers” of the reports. We believe that in the remaining 39%, testers can
play a more meaningful and active role, and get involved in some aspects of the CI/CD process.

Do you work with CI or CD?
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TESTING IN YOUR
ORGANIZATION
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76
75

57

47

46
46

36

31
34

30

28

28
18
19

17
18
18

6
7

43

38
41

44

There are a number of things to
notice on this list, other than the
fact that it should give you
good ideas on things you
should be doing other than
manually testing your applica-
tions.

We are happy to see testers
focusing on what we call Test
Enablement for the whole team,
and we see this in tasks such as
generating test data, preparing
environments, coaching testing,
etc. Some of the additional big
“movers” this year are: Custom-
er Support, TDD/ATDD/BDD, and
very interestingly - Writing Code.

Finally, we will keep a look out
for the tasks around production
environments (and DevOps)
such as Analysis of Production
data (that already has 43%) and
Production Deployments & Log
monitoring.

56

38
35

35

43

49
51

30

25

25

20

Tasks of the Tester in your organization

57

What tasks do testers perform in your organization other than testing? (Respondents could choose more than one answer)

Testdatamanagement

Testautomation&scripting (all aspects, regression, load,API, etc)

Tooldevelopment tosupport testingorother functions

Responsible for the testinganddevelopmentenvironments

Producingquality reportsandtrends

Integrationsanddeployments

Requirementsgathering

WritingUserStories

Monitoringproductionenvironments

Customersupport /customer training

TDD/ATDD/BDD

Unit testing (inaddition to theother testing functions)

Writingcode

Productiondeploymentsand logsmonitoring

Professional services / salessupport

Documentation / technicalwriting

Analysisofproductionandotheruserdata

Testcoachingandconsulting

50

Section 3 - Testing in your organization
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82

Testing Techniques and Methodologies
What testing approaches do you use during your testing activities? (Respondents could choose more than one answer)

The numbers keep showing how testers blend different types of testing techniques as part of their work; combining
more scripted techniques, together with ET, and adding Ad-Hoc testing to them. It is also interesting to see how
the more structured Specification techniques still play a big role in our test planning and design.

84

Exploratory Testing
Session based Testing

64 61

Traditional script based checking

37

Bug Hunts / Test Sessions

Coordinated User
(Beta) Testing

1414

9

54 56

NA

60

Ad Hoc Testing

22

A/B testing

68

7 9

Analytics of Product Telemetry

10

Mob Testing

37 42

29

27 28

Pair Testing

2823 20 24

User simulation Persona testing

NA NA

58

NA

Test specification techniques
(e.g. equivalence partitioning,

boundary analysis, etc)

29 30

NA

Review of product logs
(production or testing)

82

2626
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Similar to the results of previous years. User stories and formal requirements are an important source
for getting the needed information to decide what to run. The other sources of information on the top
of the list are the obvious bugs from customers and past experience, which becomes the 2nd most
important source of knowledge. With the industry growing professionalism and years of experience,
this comes with no surprise

How do you know what tests you need to run or write for your testing operations?

User
Stories

79%

70%

54%

Other

2%

20%

62%

Formal
Require-
ments

13%

Applica-
tion
modeling

36%

Interviewing
Customers /
Product
Owners

6

Formal
process
(e.g. STPA)

Production
logs /
Monitoring
services

65%

Bugs from
customers

53%

Work based
on Explorato-
ry Testing
and Heuris-
tics

Brainstorm-
ing sessions
with in the
team

Section 3 -Testing in your organization

Past
experience
in other
testing
projects

Sources for testing information
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How
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2020

2019

How much of your testing is done by non-dedicated-testers?
In many organizations other team members also take part in the formal testing process. (Developers, Product Owners, Support, End Users etc.)

We separated the first 2 categories to check what percentage of teams are still
leaving testing tasks specifically to testers. We see this in only 10.5% of cases. We
also see that if we add the first two categories together there is a decrease in
the percentage of people answering that 90% to 100% of the testing is done by
testers.

This is complimented by the fact that organizations where less than 50% of
testing is done by testers has increased from 10% to 13% percent. Showing that
the “Whole team testing movement” is not only a theoretical idea.

Less than 10% Between 10% and 50% Between 50% and 75%All testing is done
by dedicated
testers only

All testing is done
by non-dedicated
testers

353755 11 8 2 24010 NA
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44 25

Programmers
Operations

Product Owners
Managers

Who else participates in testing in your organization
Following up on the previous question, if there are people running tests in your company who are not
dedicated testers, we want to know who these people are.

7

Customer Support
/ Customer
Success

0.5

Sales

11

Other
(please specify)

12

Customers
End Users

Not surprisingly, Programmers are the largest group of non-testers who perform testing activities. Product
managers also contribute their part in about a quarter of the organizations. Interesting to see, however, is
the participation of customer-facing roles such as customer success/support, which indicates the shift
testing is going from finding bugs to ensuring product quality.

There were many answers among the others, some of the most interesting ones where UX Experts, Domain
Specialists, and Managers.
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Bug tracking tools
(Bugzilla, Jira,
Redmine, etc)
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As more and more teams work Agile, we see Agile Workflow tools taking a big part of the test management efforts, but we also
see how many non-testing or even development systems such as Office and Email take an important part as well.
Compared to previous year, we see a decrease in the use of Mind Maps and ET note-taking tools.

76% 54% 52% 17%

Agile Workflow tools
(Trello, Jira Agile, etc)

MS-Excel,
MS-Word, Mail
and the like

43%

Source control
systems
(GitHub,
BitBucket, etc)

40%

Test or QA
management
tools (QC/ALM, TFS,
PractiTest, etc)

Mind Maps

17%

Project
management
tools

Test management tools
What tools do you use to manage your testing?

16%

Exploratory
note-taking
tools
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6
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Test Management Process
What are the biggest challenges affecting test management and communication in your team?
Respondents could choose more than one answer

With the growing presence of automation
and all team testing, it is of no surprise that
the among the biggest challenges we see
Integrating manual and automation testing
results, and Generating testing results’
visibility.

Coordinating time-limited resources.
Coordinating a small team taking care of a large
number of projects
Integrating a testing process of components coming from multiple
external companies.
Getting Senior Management to understand the testing process.
Prioritizing testing tasks
Coordination of user-testing

37

Knowing
what tests to
write and run

47

Integrating
automation
and manual
testing

Other

16

Assigning the
tests and
following up
on their
execution

27

Organizing
large
amount and
complex
data

27

Integrating
tests of
multiple
types into
the process
(e.g. scripted,
exploratory,
ad-hoc)

39

Generating
visibility into
the testing
process and
the status of
the product

35

Integrating
the end to
end process:
require-
ments,
testing,
execution,
bug tracking

23

Integrating
Testing in
Production
data with the
Pre-Produc-
tion Testing
data.

40

Including
developers
and other
team
members
into the
testing
process

Among the other answers we saw some interesting ones:
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We see unit testing as a rising answer. This is encouraging in two ways, first it might mean teams are investing
more in this aspect of the testing process, but it also may mean that testers see Unit Testing as a part of their
domain as we expand our responsibility to more of the testing activities happening in the development.

We also see a decrease in the use of Data analysis as well as in the use of BDD.

© 2020 - PractiTest & Tea-Time with Testers. All rights reserved. 27

Scripting / Automation
Where do you use scripting and/or test automation in your organization?

2020 2019 2018

No, we
don’t have
automation

Functional or
Regression
Testing

Continuous
Integration (CI)
/ Continuous
Delivery (CD)

Load and
Stress
Testing

Unit Testing Test data
generation

BDD scripts
using Specflow,
Gherkin

Home-built
scripts

Production
monitoring
and alerts

Log and
Data
analysis

Synthetic
monitoring

I don’t know
where we
have
automation

77 7576

NA NA

17 1620
11 1211

50
43

50 53
4045 41 4140

29 2828

19 1617 18 16
121111

54 4 2 3
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2020

2019

2018

2017

Risk Analysis (business, functional or technical risks)

Static QA activities

Overall we see a decrease in the use of Static Activities, this is something we need to keep reviewing in future years. The only exception here is
the constant increase in Static Code Analysis that has been on the rise for 3 years now.

58

52

49

51

47

42

39

39

37

33

29

19

28

18

13

63

55

52

50

50

47

44

42

41

39

34

23

23

NA

19

68

52

61

43

54

56

50

53

47

44

NA

NA

20

NA

NA

70

56

69

43

NA

49

56

62

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Requirement Analysis

Project retrospective meetings

High or low-level test planning

Code reviews

Review and demo sessions

Test review meetings (internal or external)

Regular update meeting with
developers and product management

Design Reviews

Analysis of customer issues

Test coverage analysis and reviews

Bug density analysis

Static code analysis

Test debriefings

Analysis of Product Logs and Monitors
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Adoption of testing processes or techniques by your organization
What techniques or processes are you following or implementing?

Testing in
ProductionShifting

Testing Left

Modern Testing
Principles

33%
36%55%

These moves from more traditional testing into the more current testing process are encouraging. We
see how testing is shifting left as well as right, with an important number of respondents saying they are
formally testing in production - a great step forward for Quality Engineering.

Another interesting and important finding is to see that a third of the people answering the survey men-
tion the adoption of “Modern Testing Principles”. These numbers are a bit high and they may be a result of
sampling bias - given a number of the organizers of the survey belong to the Modern Testing community.
In any case, we still recommend people reading this report to review the Modern Testing Principles as put
forward by Page & Jensen.

Chaos
Engineering

9%

Shifting Test
Right

14%

Other

7%
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Test documentation
What type of test documentation do testers create in your company? (Respondents could choose more than one answer)

Not surprisingly, The most prevalent reports type are bug reports, followed by test reports and high-level test plans.
Compared to last year we see a decrease in the usage of mind maps, but we need to see if this is a consistent trend.

2020

2019

2018

NA NA

NA

NA

NA

60

50

49

45

35

35

23

18

9

18

22

74

24

4

65 61

61

51

50

38

35

26

19

17

15

53

52

45

36

33

29

20

12

20

26

78

25

17.67

Test Reports

High-Level test plans

Checklists

Detailed test scripts

Dashboards

Low Level test plans

Mind maps

Test charters

Lean documentations

Live documents
(Specification by Example, BDD, etc)

Product / Test coverage outlines

Bug reports

Master Test plans

We do not have any testing documentation
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Testing team challenges
How challenging are each of the following aspects of the testing team and their work in your organization.

More early involvement in
the work of the company

Managing the testing
data and environments

Coping with timeframes

Team Size

Training

Political & cultural issues

Team Budget

Challenging

Very Challenging

Not Challenging

43 29 28

42 30 28

44 32 24

41 29 30

36 36 28

36 33 31

35 24 41

31 30 39

Keeping up with change drivers
(technology and methodologies) 28 40 32

Interactions with
Developers 20 26

Adjusting to work on
Agile teams 20 30 50

Getting good tools 28 32 40

39 31 30

Time spent on side tasks not
related to testing 30 34 36

54

Work with Offshore
/ Outsource 22 26 52

Communicating the value
of testing to the organization
and management

41 29 30

Whole Team testing

Working with business to
understand the product
before coding begins
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Changes to the way we test
As part of our “open questions” we like asking how people are implementing new things in their teams and processes
and we got some pretty interesting responses:

Gave the team training sessions on API and API testing.

Implementation of Test Management tools, and also Perfor-
mance Testing of the system

Attempted automation of the regression suite - not a huge
success so far.

Shifted to agile practices rather than waterfall

More risk analysis during design. I have enough experience
with our product to be a vital part of the design groups.
Risks and potential errors are more often found early, i.e.
before implementation.

I officially implemented automated testing in early 2019
and have seen a 30% decrease in the number of
post-release bugs reported when compared to the
prior year.

I used to do a lot of scripted/formal testing, this year I am
focusing more on Exploratory Testing and it has helped me
to discover more bugs.

Using test automation and CI/CD to nudge teams towards Agile
practices. We are doing this because simply advocating for Agile
practices wasn't working. It is too early to tell with certainty what
impact this will have.

Hiring Developers to improve code quality of the test codebase
seems tobe related to testautomation or frameworks. Itwould be
interesting to know if there are more testers are doing in such
contexts….

We are shifting from QA being primary tester to Development
owning testing, with QA as test advocates and Drivers
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New Technologies or Subjects in general that will be important to the testing
world in 3 -5 years from now

IOT Machine
Learning

Augmented &
Virtual Reality

Neural
Networks

IAST (Interactive
Application Security

Testing) & RASP
(Runtime Application

Security Testing)

Ethics
Engineering

Data
Analytics

No Code

Observability

Another open question for our respondents to try and understand what topics or areas are going to be “hot” in the coming years.
For all those young testers, or people asking themselves what technologies should I be investing my knowledge for the coming
years, here are some interesting ideas!
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Additional non-testing activities
As part of our “open questions” we like asking how people are implementing new things in their teams and processes
and we got some pretty interesting responses:

Coaching
teams

Developing
a CI/CD
Pipeline

Production
deployments

Customer
support and
demos

Monitoring
and alerting
writing user
stories

Client
consultant

Onboarding
for new

team mem-
bers

UI/UX and
Application

Design

Cross-fun
ctional -
business
analysis

Scrum
MASTER
TASKS

Feature
development

Requirement
gathering

Managing
releases

Change
management

Writing user
stories

Programming
and fixing bugs
in our Applications
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Testing skills and knowledge needed to succeed

Section 4 -Personal development

NOT
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT

VERY
IMPORTANT

NOT
IMPORTANT

IMPORTANT VERY
IMPORTANT

Operationsmanagement 36 54 11

Functional testingautomation
andscripting

3 35 48

Security testing 8 44 48

Communicationskills 1 20 79

Coaching /Trainingskills 9 53 38

Agilemethodologies 9 51 39

Testing in theCloud 18 57 25

Enterprisesoftwareand
process testing (ERP,CRM,BI, etc) 31 54 15 Performanceand loadtesting 7 55 62

API testing 4 43 54

Webtechnologies
andtesting 3 42 54

IoT testing (Internetof Things) 36 49 14.

Mobile technologiesandtesting 12 54 34

Test / ExperimentDesign 5 49 46

General testing
methodologies

1 46 53

Embeddedsystemsandtesting 29 55 15

Customer facingskills 21 49 30

Dataanalysis 16 54 30

Programmingskills 14 58 29

Businessskills 28 54 19

Machine learning testing /AI 31 51 18

Bigdata testing 27 55 18

Microservices testing 19 55 27

Test automation patterns,
principles, practices 4 45 51
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The Future of Testing

I will be working
as a tester or test
manager

I will be
a testing
consultant/
coach

I don’t know
what I will be
doing 5 years
from now

I will be working
as a programmer
or programming
lead

I will be working
In a business role

I will be retired

2020

2019

2018

41

39

38 8

8

8

6

8

7

6

7

6

2

1

1

2

2

1

17

17

1919

19

18

I will not be in
the
technological
industry

I will be working
on an agile
management
role

Where do you see yourself 5 years from now?
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How concerned are you about your job stability

2017

11%

30%

59%
52%

2018

48%

2019

17%

39%

42%

2020

19%

33%

15%

36%

Somewhat concernedNot concerned Very concerned

It is good to see that the
certainty of testers regard-
ing their jobs is high. This is
a vote of confidence for the
future of our Industry. It
does not mean the role of
testers is secured, but it
means that the value we
are providing is strong and
required by our teams to
thrive.
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Solution oriented,
without spending
too much time in
politics

As a tester, what would you like to see changed (regarding people, your organization,
the Industry) that would help you do your job better?

What are testers hoping will change or improve

More than 1 tester
per team.

Including / Involving
QA in the early project
stages - Plan
sufficient time for the
planning & designing
stages

Management and SW
developers valuing
testing more than
nowadays

More buy-in in shift-left
principles

More whole team
approach

Realistic time-frames
for projects

More agility, being
involved earlier in the
SDLC, being more
involved in usability
decisions and
improving the design of
the software

I would like to see the
8-months "learn how
to become a tester"
courses to go away.

Better understanding of
testing and IT as a whole,
as well as overall
communication.

We will be more
valuable if are seen as
test advocates or test
consultants for the
whole team, rather
than being boxed into
a narrow role such as
"manual tester" or "test
automation developer".

Test automation tools
be first class software,
or integrated like Unit
Tests

I would like enterprises to
understand that not all
apps are web and
micro-service based.
Some apps are thick
clients and they require a
different approach. Some
are security apps which
also requires a different
approach.
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Self learner

If you are a hiring manager, did you change or add any desired skills in the people you
are looking to hire for testing jobs?
What are those skills?

More emphasis on
test automation /
coding abilities

Programming
skills

Problem solvers
and multi-task

Team player
(works well with

developers)

Product/Business
thinking

Good
communication

skills and
emotionally
intelligent

Assertive and
creative thinkers

Enthusiasm More front end
experience

Load testing and
Security testing

knowledge

Problem solving;
proactive;

results-oriented
with technical

skills

Automation tool
experience

Puzzle solvers”

Adaptability and
flexibility

Experience with
CI/CD

Coaching and
Leadership

IoT knowledge
awareness

Agile related skills
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We are sure that each of
us will get something
different from all the
information contained in
the report, and as many
in our profession remind
us constantly, the
reason for this is that
everything will be based
on the context.

We hope the information and the
analysis of this report will help you,
your colleagues, your teams, and
our whole Global Community to
continue our path of becoming
better testing professionals.

There is no doubt that our profession
is evolving as part of the complex
process pushing the Software
Industry forward. This process is
forcing us not only to become more
efficient, but also to re-imagine the
value of our services, and in this way
also to redesign our approach
towards generating value for our
teams, our companies, and our
customers. To quote from Brent Jensen and Alan

Page, and their Modern Testing
principles, we are focusing our
testing goals in “Accelerating the
Achievement of Shippable Quality”,
and doing this in the broadest sense
possible.

Yes, we are still chartered to
achieving Quality, but we cannot do
this by testing it into the product at
the end of the process. Yes, we need
to guide the testing operations in our
teams, but we cannot do all this
testing ourselves. Yes, we need to
focus our efforts on user-value, but we
need to find a way to involve the users
(at least more) in this process too.

To go back to our opening words,
the world is undergoing changes.
Some of them have been
happening for a while. Others
are being triggered faster by
events affecting our health, our
security and even the
environment we live in.

Our goal should be to improve
the World we live in, one step at a
time, moving forward surely
towards a better tomorrow, each
of us contributing by being better
people and better professionals.

Until next year!
Lalit and Joel

Final Note
What did we learn from this year's state of testing?
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PractiTest is an end-to-end test management solu-
tion to organize, run and visualize all your QA efforts. it
allows you to:
Incorporate all testing types: manual, exploratory and
automation for any testing methodology- Waterfall,
Agile or DevOps.
Connect all aspects of your testing with built-in inte-
grations with the leading bug tracking, automation,
and CI/CD tools, for a unified process and improved
team communication.
Extract and view valuable insights from your real-time
test results using advanced customizable reports and
dashboards.
Make smarter decisions and release better software,
faster.
To learnmore and get your 15 days free trial
visit our site:

PRACTITEST TEA-TIME WITH TESTERS

https://www.practitest.com
To learnmore visit site:

http://www.teatimewithtesters.com/

Tea-time with Testers, is the largest-circulated software
testing monthly in the world. As the wave of change
sweeps business, testing field and community of testers
like never before, Tea-time with Testers has ensured
that its readers have all the necessary upgrades to
challenge tomorrow. It takes its readers deeper to give
a complete understanding of the world of software
testing. Ever since its inception in 2011, it has set one
benchmark after another in testing publication circle. It
was the first to do serious reporting on software testing
theories and thoughts. And then again, it is the first to
bring a whole new genre of technical/corporate jour-
nalism more up close and more incisive. It is the only
monthly magazine in global testing community known
for quality of its content, authors and unique way of
presenting the information. Today, Tea-time with
Testers commands the highest circulation and reader-
ship among all English language testing magazines
in the world.
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